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Summary of 20 Daily Nawals of Wisdom* 
 
On the first day, Wisdom Energy emerges and through Nawal Batz’. This 
presence is weaved into the fabric of everything. Everything that exists 
within the outer five-sensory world holds within it the wisdom energy of 
the possible. As we perceive the threads that exist in cloth, this gives 
shape and form to the material. As we perceive the veins within the 
body, this gives the form and shape to the flow of the circulatory system, 
which carries the presence of the life force of the Wisdom Energy. Your 
threads, regardless of our veins, the cloth, or the fabric within everything 
physical, are what carry the soul energy through all of life. This forms 
the foundation of the interconnectivity of the heart behind everything. 
The beginning of a new cycle that supports purpose or destiny. 
Embodied within these first threads is weaved with the foundation of 
wisdom. These are the Threads that hold the energy for the form and 
shape of what is possible. The energy behind the forces of the Heart of 
Sky will begin the dreaming of the threads of your intention. 
 
On the second day, this Wisdom Energy through Nawal Beey dreams the 
path or the road of wisdom into anything, into everything that will 
someday be manifested. The soul of the planet is always dreaming the 
possible paths or roads for all things visible and non-visible to manifest. 
The nervous system of the body establishes this path or road for this 
wisdom energy to be brought through our physical body. The white path 
or the white road is formed and shaped according to one’s inner destiny. 
One’s nervous system is formed to carry this wisdom energy throughout 
your body. The Heart of Sky dreams our vision and our ability to 
complete this road or journey of our spiritual life with great success. 
 
On the third day, the wisdom energy is being dreamed through Nawal 
Aaj into the flow of the interconnectivity of the heart that exists behind 
all things. Through this, the path of the unbroken chain of the pattern 
that connects, Nawal Aaj will always succeed over all things that will 
manifest. Wisdom Energy always flows through the path of 
interconnectivity. This path will always triumph over any and all 
challenges. This path flows between all forms of Nature. Creating the 
foundation or altar for the flow of wisdom energy behind everything. 
The dreaming presence of the Heart of Sky weaves together the form and 
shape for success to always emerge. 
 
On the fourth day, the energy of wisdom begins the Dreaming into the 
emergence of the Heart of the Earth. Nawal I’x brings the uniqueness of 
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this flow into new forms and new shapes that are manifesting all around 
us. This is the living presence of the Heart of the soul of the Earth! 
Nawal I’x, as the creative force of the Universe, your Wisdom Energy 
guides the dream of the heart behind interconnectivity to manifest 
behind all five-sensory life. Weave my mind and my heart into the heart 
behind the all of the organic elements of the earth. Your presence is 
deeply weaved into the very life force of everything that grows from the 
earth. Transform my mind into ability to perceive and think about all 
things possible. 
 
On the fifth day, Nawal Tz’ikin always delivers the energy of the new 
wisdom of all possibility into our hearts and minds. This is the inner 
voice that is quiet and subtle. Found in our inner realms, two degrees to 
the right of focus. This gives us the ability to always access energy for a 
vision that holds the wisdom of the possible. Wisdom energy combines 
the Power of the Bird Weaving Together Heart of Sky and Heart of Earth. 
 
On the sixth day, Nawal Ajma'k, carries the first light of the new 
dawning. First light will always emerge from any darkness. Regardless if 
the darkness is self-imposed through any challenge or any illness, the 
power of transmutation will emerge. Regardless if the darkness follows 
the natural cycles of ending and beginnings, the power of transmutation 
will emerge. Regardless of the darkness source of origins, the mystery 
behind the power of transmutation will emerge and new light will 
always be present. The presence of wisdom energy allows the 
reconciliation and the transmutation of any and all challenges into the 
emergence of new beginnings and possibilities. 
 
On the seventh day, Nawal Na'ooj, Wisdom lives! Wisdom is fully 
formed and shaped in the subtle worlds. Wisdom is flowing through the 
cords of the connection. Wisdom is flowing through the 
interconnectivity of the heart behind all five-sensory objects and events. 
Wisdom is being readied to transmute anything and everything that is 
alive in the physical world for all of time!  Wisdom energy belongs to the 
Nawals. All experiences, all challenges, all history, all awareness can be 
transformed through Nawal Na'ooj into wisdom energy. This allows you 
to perceive, take action and communicate from the presence of the great 
grandmother. The energy from Nawal Na'ooj transforms one’s body, 
mind, emotion, spirit, and brain. It will  transmute and transform all 
knowledge and experiences to the flow of Wisdom Energy and the new 
possibility. 
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On the eight day, Nawal Tijaax, the energy of Transmutation is 
established on the earth. This energy will dissolve and cut through all 
challenges, suffering, and pain. Regardless of it source of origins, the 
ability to transmute all pain, suffering, and all forms of challenges will 
prevail. Regardless of how great the challenge may initially be perceived 
transmutations will prevail. Transmutation is the new wisdom energy 
that flows behind the heart of the possible. This is the foundation 
behind all forms of healing! Wisdom energy cuts out and separates all 
challenges regardless of its source of origins. Then the energy behind 
good medicine can restore and heal anything into its new form and 
shape of what is possible. 
 
On the ninth day, Nawal Kawoq’, the voice of the Great Grandmother is 
weaved behind every voice. The voice of the Great Grandmother is 
always available and present behind every word. The voice of the Great 
Grandmother is always available and present behind what is spoken 
inwardly about self and others. The voice of the Great Grandmother is 
always available and present behind every word that is spoken 
outwardly about self and others. The voice of the Great Grandmother is 
one form of transmutation that is always present and possible. Wisdom 
Energy flows through the voice of the Great Grandmother. This unifies 
the forces for abundance to emerge behind everything one petitions in 
life. Without the voice of the Great Grandmother, no true abundance can 
ever be present. 
 
On the tenth day, Nawal Ajpuub’, will sweep away all challenges, all 
suffering, all disruptive energies, and any and all pain. This solar light 
radiates and grows what is possible. For only this Wisdom Energy can 
prevail. Nawal Ajpuub’ ability to sweep away all challenges, is another 
form of Transmutation that is always present and possible. The presence 
of Wisdom Energy that flows from the Sun and the Moon and the light 
from the Stars, the Milky Way, will break open and sweep away any and 
all challenges. This allows the pure wisdom of the heart behind 
everything to emerge and shine. 
 
On the eleventh day, Nawal Imo'x, weaves together the subtle forces of 
the Wisdom Energy within my Mind and my brain. Weave together the 
subtle forces of Wisdom within the flow of the interconnectivity that is 
behind all forms of nature that flows from the Primordial Waters of 
Emergence. Weave together these subtle forces of Wisdom Energy 
behind all the systems and organs within my body. The ability of asking 
Nawal Imo'x to weave together these subtle forces of Wisdom Energy 
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that flows from the heart behind everything is another form of 
Transmutation that is always present and possible. From the primordial 
water of all that is possible wisdom energy emerges. This reflects the 
energies for strength and change. This presence transforms my brain and 
mind into the flow of interconnectivity of the heart behind all of nature. 
 
On the twelfth day, Nawal Q'iiq’, is the presence of the Heart of the 
Wind which carries the Breath of life. I ask Nawal Q'iiq’ to breathe the 
Breath of life through all forms of the wisdom energy of the possibilities 
inside of me. This is the presence of the yellow candle, Xikmeel Martin 
winds of the south. I ask Nawal Q'iiq’ to breathe the Breath of life 
through all forms of challenges outside of me. This is the presence of the 
white candle, Q’iiq’ Martin wind of the North Wind. The ability of 
asking Nawal Q'iiq’ to breathe the subtle forces of Wisdom from within 
and outside of me is another form of Transmutation, Transformation, 
and the Emergence of the possible that is always present within and 
outside of me. The flow of Wisdom Energy of all possibilities is weaved 
into the Wind Nawal Q'iiq’. This is the living form of the Divine Breath 
that awakens all forms of change within all forms of Nature. This is the 
motivating energy for action that flows behind the voice of the Great 
Grandmother. 
 
On, Nawal Aq'abal, the thirteen day, allows this new emerging light of 
the new Dawning, to emerge into a new form and into a new shape. The 
forces of the new wisdom of the possible direct the foundation of this 
new emergence. The Nawals, Marias, and the Martins weave together 
this new wisdom, peace, love, new ideas, and happiness. Today is when 
the energies for renewal, rejuvenation, and the self-organizing energies 
prevail. This allows the emergence of the new form and the new shape to 
emerges into the outer five-sensory world. With each new dawning, we 
always begin on the path of good medicine. On this path any and all 
possibilities are present. These are the motivating energies of the heart 
behind wisdom. These are the attributes that merge through what we call 
love. Ask to receive these blessings and grow the new wisdom energy of 
the possible. 
 
On the fourteen day, Nawal K’at, as the net that holds everything within 
the inner and outer web of life. This flow of the new Wisdom Energy 
emerges through the fire at the mystery at the center. This establishes the 
flow of the Wisdom Energy of the interconnectivity of the heart behind 
all things. This emerges as form and shape of the flow of the Wisdom 
Energy behind everything in the outer world. Through this mystery 
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behind the fire, Nawal K’at dissolves anything that is not part of this 
flow of the interconnectivity of the heart behind all things. For this flow 
of energy through Nawal K’at is another form of Transmutation. 
Whatever patterns we hold that is trapped within our net is within our 
full awareness today. Today’s flow of the wisdom energy of the possible 
can easily release whatever patterns are tangled and bound within our 
awareness. This releases the flow of the heart behind everything so the 
interconnectivity through all of Nature prevails and guides us within 
every aspect of our life. 
 
On the fifteen day, Nawal Kaan, the emergence of the vision serpent 
accelerates and intensifies the energy of the Heart of the World Soul 
behind everything. Through this growing flow of energy of Nawal Kaan, 
one’s ability to use Wisdom Energy is strengthened. One’s Wisdom, 
one’s inner knowing or inner intelligence becomes stronger. This allows 
more energy to be available for healing, creativity, and a manifestation of 
one focus becomes stronger. Through this presence of Nawal Kaan one is 
able to perceive easily the seductions and illusion that are behind our 
challenges. Focusing this growing, accelerating Wisdom Energy will 
bring forth your ability to transmute and transform your heart’s desire 
more easily and quickly. For this flow of energy through Nawal Kaan is 
the foundational form for Transmutation. Through Nawal Kaan, the flow 
of wisdom energy for the possible is deepened. This energy is one of the 
most empowering energy that will strengthen all other energies of 
blessings. To experience the energy of Nawal Kaan is a true blessing. 
This force will add it strength to the power of transmutation so what 
emerges is a true wisdom and at its core emerges an inner peace. 
  
On the sixteen day, Nawal Kamik, completes the cycle of endings and 
beginnings. The doorway, the portal between the outer five-sensory 
world and the heart of the Universe, the subtle world of Paq’alib’al, is 
open for all of time. The flow of the Wisdom Energy is always available. 
Wisdom Energy is behind all darkness and its light from the moon and 
stars will always transform into the new dawning of solar light of the 
sun. Nawal Kamik will transmute and transform everything into one’s 
unique Wisdom Energy to support all of life! The energy behind Nawal 
Kame keeps the doorway open between the unseen and seen worlds. 
This flow of wisdom energy is available for all of time. This force allows 
the communications between guardians, mediators, angels, ancestral, 
and other forces to always be available. This allows the Voice of the 
Grandmother to always be available. The most difficult of challenges are 
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transmuted and transformed into the flow of the new wisdom energy of 
emergence. 
 
On the seventeen day, Nawal Keej, supports one to live on the path or 
the road of interconnectivity. Through interconnectivity, the heart 
behind everything and anything that exists in the outer five-sensory 
world flows together to supports all forms of physical manifestation. The 
ability to live from the Wisdom Energy is available behind all forms of 
life, all forms of nature. For everything and anything that has manifested 
in the outer five-sensor world holds the Wisdom Energy. Through Nawal 
Keej, ask it to center you into the four corners of the Universe. This 
allows you to be centered within the flow of the heart of the Universe, 
the heart of Paq’alib’al. You are centered into the mystery of the fire, into 
the growing tree of life. Nawal Keej allows my intention to focus and 
change my destiny. Assist me into alignment with the forces that has 
been bundled around my birth. Wisdom Energy is the ultimate authority 
behind all things. Wisdom Energy is behind all forms of leadership. 
Wisdom Energy is the voice of the Great Grandmother. Wisdom Energy 
is perceived and spoken through this Voice. Nawal Keej initiate me into 
being an Ajkuun, or a ritual communicator. 
 
On the eighteen day, Nawal Q'aniil, the light or fire behind the 
emergence of all new forms. Everything is alive in the Universe. 
Everything is alive in Paq’alib’al. You are the energy that ignites the 
birth of the wisdom Energy into the outer physical world. Nawal Q'aniil 
ignites the sprouting of the uniqueness behind all seeds, behind all 
ideas, and behind all projects to grow. This energy is the yeast or the 
catalysts for everything and anything to sprout and grow. Nawal Q'aniil 
ignites the seed that is weaved behind everything. This is the seed of the 
wisdom energy of all possibilities. This seed sprouts the flow of the 
wisdom energy for the possible. Ask Nawal Q'aniil to ignite this seed of 
the wisdom energy of the possible behind whatever challenge or focus of 
your intention. That your focus upon healing, creativity, and 
manifestation will always succeed. This wisdom energy emerges within 
its own natural timing. 
 
On the nineteen day, Nawal Toj, we receive the blessing of the Wisdom 
energy from the Sun, the red candle. This Wisdom energy emerges 
through the warmth and carrying of the living fire that is growing at the 
mystery of the center. This awakens within us all that is possible. This 
awakens within us our new path or road for our life. Nawal Toj, the light 
that emerges from your fire strengthens the flow of our wisdom energy. 
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Your light comes from the heart of the sun. Your light comes from the 
Ceremonial Fire. Your light comes from the candle. Through the fire of 
your light you support all forms of healing, all forms of creativity, and 
any and all forms of manifestation. Your fire, your light is the living 
nature of the Ajaf, the One Source living on the earth. Your fire, your 
light weaves together the flow of the interconnectivity of the heart 
behind all forms of Nature to the flow of the One. 
 
On the twentieth day, Nawal Tz'e’, is the ultimate authority, the 
guardian behind all spiritual and material law. By speaking from only 
the voice of the Great Grandmother, the wisdom of what is possible 
behind any and all challenges emerges. For Nawal Tz'e’ carries the 
energy to break Humans away from all suffering, from all forms of 
challenges that are come into the awareness of one’s life. As the guardian 
of wisdom energy, the Truth of what is possible will always prevail. The 
presence of Nawal Tz'e’ is to connect you to the wisdom energy behind 
all words. Through this voice of the great grandmother, your wisdom is 
the authority of the larger truth that is felt behind all your senses. 
Through this presence of Nawal Tz'e’, one has the responsibility and the 
authority to perceive and present what the wisdom energy of the 
possible is needed at that moment. Through the voice of the great 
Grandmother, one is responsible to choose the motivating energy of the 
heart and the path of good medicine. This exists behind our abilities to 
listen, to speak, to touch, to move, to create, and to express whatever is 
being held within this flow of wisdom energy. 
 
 
 
I petition the Dreaming Presence from the Heart of the Soul of the 
World, to weave me into a partnership with this presence of the new 
Wisdom Energy. Allow my partnership to flow and grow through this 
new Wisdom Energy of the possible. I ask today’s Nawal and the Ajaf, 
Nawal Skirmeent, for the blessings of the new wisdom throughout 
everything I do today. I ask the energy from the force of Fierceness, to 
have the courage to face the personal and collective challenges that have 
I have bound and tied up in my life. Teach me to face these challenges 
through the motivating energies of the heart, the energies of love, 
kindness, compassion, caring, gentleness, to assist me to face anything 
and everything from this flow of love. I ask to live a long life on the path 
of good medicine, and for more strength through the wisdom energy 
from the Nawals. Be present and teach me so I can do the work of my 
purpose and allow the emergence of meaning to be present behind 
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everything I do throughout the day. Allow me to have a felt-sense of 
knowing that these new ideas are flowing through the fabric of 
everything that exists within my inner and outer five-sensory physical 
world. Teach me to live the path of good medicine where wisdom, peace, 
love, gentleness, kindness, new ideas, and happiness are all weaved 
together by the Nawals. May Wisdom Energy Live through all that I 
Express throughout my Life! 
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